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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To easily measure bloodstream with high

accuracy.

SOLUTION: This three-dimensional ultrasonograph is provided with signal

collecting means 1 , 2, 3 for collecting receive signals of ultrasonic echoes

by scanning a three-dimensional area including a measured object blood

passage in a subject with ultrasonic beams; a bloodstream information

acquiring means 5 for obtaining bloodstream information of the three-

dimensional area from the receive signals collected by the signal collecting

means; a bloodstream image recomposing means 7 for recomposing the

bloodstream image of a cross section intersecting the longitudinal direction

of the blood passage, on the basis of the bloodstream information obtained

by the bloodstream information acquiring means; concerned area setting

means 8, 10 for setting a concerned area on the bloodstream image

recomposed by the bloodstream image recomposing means; and a

bloodstream computing means for computing bloodstream passing through

the concerned area set by the concerned area setting means.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] A three-dimension ultrasonic diagnostic equipment characterized by providing the following. A signal

collection means to collect input signals of an ultrasonic echo by scanning a three-dimension field including a blood-

flow way for [ in analyte ] measurement with an ultrasonic beam A blood-flow information acquisition means to acquire

blood-flow information on said three-dimension field from an input signal collected by this signal collection means A
blood-flow image reconstruction means to reconfigurate a blood-flow image of a cross section which intersects a

longitudinal direction of said blood-flow way based on blood-flow information acquired by this blood-flow information

acquisition means An area-of-interest setting-out means to set up an area of interest on a blood-flow image
reconfigurated by this blood-flow image reconstruction means, and a blood stream operation means to calculate a blood

stream which passes through an area of interest set up by this area-of-interest setting-out means
[Claim 2] A three-dimension ultrasonic diagnostic equipment characterized by providing the following. A signal

collection means to collect input signals of an ultrasonic echo by scanning a three-dimension field including a blood-

flow way for [ of analyte ] measurement with an ultrasonic beam A tomogram acquisition means to obtain a three-

dimension tomogram for said three-dimension field from an input signal collected by this signal collection means An
area-of-interest setting-out means to set up an area of interest on a three-dimension tomogram obtained by this

tomogram acquisition means A blood-flow information acquisition means to acquire blood-flow information only on
said area of interest by scanning an ultrasonic beam to an area of interest set up by this area-of-interest setting-out

means, and a blood stream operation means to calculate a blood stream which passes through said area of interest based
on blood-flow information acquired by this blood-flow information acquisition means
[Claim 3] A means to calculate said blood stream in invention according to claim 1 or 2 including two or more cross

sections where said area of interest is parallel to a cross section which intersects a longitudinal direction of said blood-

flow way is a three-dimension ultrasonic diagnostic equipment characterized by being a means to calculate a blood

stream which passes through said area of interest from blood-flow information on said two or more cross sections.

[Claim 4] A cross section which crosses said blood-flow way in invention given [ to claims 1-3 ] in any 1 term is a

three-dimension ultrasonic diagnostic equipment characterized by being the cross section which intersects

perpendicularly with the scanning line of said ultrasonic beam.

[Claim 5] A three-dimension ultrasonic diagnostic equipment characterized by having further a means to display a

blood-flow image of a cross section which crosses said blood-flow way, and a blood-flow image of datum level of said

blood-flow way on the same screen in invention given [ to claims 1-4 ] in any 1 term.

[Claim 6] A three-dimension ultrasonic diagnostic equipment characterized by having a means to specify information

about the direction of a blood flow on datum level of said blood-flow way, and a means to calculate an absolute value of

a flow velocity using information about the direction of a blood flow specified by this means, in invention according to

claim 5.

[Claim 7] A three-dimension ultrasonic diagnostic equipment characterized by having further a means to specify two or

more said areas of interest, a means to calculate a blood stream which passes through two or more areas of interest

specified by this means, respectively, and a means to compute another characteristic quantity from a blood stream of
two or more areas of interest calculated with this means, in invention given [ to claims 1-6 ] in any 1 term.

[Translation done.]

http://ww4.ipdl.jpo.go.jp/c^ 2/19/2004
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] This invention relates to the three-dimension ultrasonic diagnostic

equipment which performs blood-flow measurement using three-dimension-biological information.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, measurement of a blood stream is clinically made important also in the

blood-flow measurement based on the ultrasonic Doppler effect using a medical ultrasonic diagnostic equipment, and
many attempts for raising the accuracy ofmeasurement are performed (for example, refer to U.S. Pat. No. 4790322). As
one of them, the area of interest (ROIrregion of inte-rest) which intersects perpendicularly with two or more ultrasonic

beam scanning lines is set up, and the equipment which measures the blood stream which passes through the area of
interest to the blood-flow information on the area of interest at origin is known.

[0003] By the way, the three-dimension ultrasonic diagnostic equipment which acquires three-dimension-biological

information on the other hand in recent years is proposed, and attracts attention. By scanning the three-dimension field

of analyte with an ultrasonic beam, the input signals from that three-dimension field are collected, and this is

reconfigurated as three-dimension volume information, and is expressed as this equipment. In this case, the type which
real time is made to scan electronically, using hand control, and the type performed by being mechanical and moving a

scanning field and a two-dimensional-array probe as a three-dimension-scanning method of an ultrasonic beam is

known.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] The conventional mensuration mentioned above calculates the blood stream

which is the amount ofvolume on a two-dimensional tomogram, and assumption that a velocity distribution is an axial

object is required for the blood flow which passes through an area of interest on both sides of the area of interest on the

measurement principle. Moreover, since the angle correction between the scanning line and a blood-flow way is

required, in order to avoid this to calculate the rate of flow in a blood-flow way from the Doppler speed which met in

the direction of the scanning line of an ultrasonic beam, measurement in two cross sections which intersect

perpendicularly mutually [ a blood-flow way ] is performed. Therefore, in measurement of the conventional blood
stream, while the measurement error arose by assumption that the velocity distribution in an area of interest is an axial

object, generally measurement in two cross sections for losing amendment of an ultrasonic Doppler angle had the

problem ofbeing complicated.

[0005] On the other hand, although the three-dimension ultrasonic diagnostic equipment is also known as mentioned
above, it is not what was conscious of the time resolution needed in order to acquire especially blood-flow information.

Therefore, the conventional three-dimension ultrasonic diagnostic equipment is unsuitable for measurement of a blood
stream made important [ especially time resolution ] also in blood-flow information.

[0006] This invention was made in consideration of such a conventional problem, and aims at offering high degree of
accuracy and the three-dimension ultrasonic diagnostic equipment which can be performed simple for flow rate

measurement of a blood flow.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem] By making an ultrasonic beam scan, in order to acquire blood-flow information about
an area of interest of a tomogram (following "blood vessel minor-axis image") on a cross section (following "minor-axis

cross section") of arbitration which intersects the longitudinal direction (shaft orientations) in passage in order that this

invention person may attain the above-mentioned object Blood-flow information on two or more minor-axis cross

sections parallel to a minor-axis cross section was acquired in a blood-flow way, velocity-distribution information in an

http://www4.ipdl.jpo.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje 2/19/2004
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area of interest was determined based on such blood-flow information, and an idea of equipment which measures a

blood stream using this velocity-distribution information was obtained. Thereby, while reducing substantially a

measurement error by location gap of an assumption of velocity-distribution axial symmetry and an area of interest in

flow rate measurement based on the conventional two-dimensional image, it turned out that flow rate measurement
without angular dependence between a beam and a blood-flow way can be performed by using blood-flow information

on a cross section which intersects perpendicularly with the ultrasonic beam scanning line as a minor-axis cross section

of a blood-flow way.

[0008] It is completed based on the above-mentioned idea, and a three-dimension ultrasonic diagnostic equipment
concerning this invention is a thing.

[0009] Namely, a signal collection means to collect input signals of an ultrasonic echo when invention according to

claim 1 scans a three-dimension field including a blood-flow way for [ in analyte ] measurement with an ultrasonic

beam, A blood-flow information acquisition means to acquire blood-flow information on said three-dimension field

from an input signal collected by this signal collection means, A blood-flow image reconstruction means to

reconfigurate a blood-flow image of a cross section which intersects a longitudinal direction of said blood-flow way
based on blood-flow information acquired by this blood-flow information acquisition means, It is characterized by
having an area-of-interest setting-out means to set up an area of interest on a blood-flow image reconfigurated by this

blood-flow image reconstruction means, and a blood stream operation means to calculate a blood stream which passes

through an area of interest set up by this area-of-interest setting-out means.

[0010] A signal collection means to collect input signals of an ultrasonic echo when invention according to claim 2

scans a three-dimension field including a blood-flow way for [ of analyte ] measurement with an ultrasonic beam, A
tomogram acquisition means to obtain a three-dimension tomogram for said three-dimension field from an input signal

collected by this signal collection means, An area-of-interest setting-out means to set up an area of interest on a three-

dimension tomogram obtained by this tomogram acquisition means, A blood-flow information acquisition means to

acquire blood-flow information only on said area of interest by scanning an ultrasonic beam to an area of interest set up
by this area-of-interest setting-out means, It is characterized by having a blood stream operation means to calculate a

blood stream which passes through said area of interest based on blood-flow information acquired by this blood-flow

information acquisition means.

[001 1] A means to calculate said blood stream is characterized by being a means to calculate a blood stream which
passes through said area of interest from blood-flow information on said two or more cross sections including two or

more cross sections where invention according to claim 3 is parallel to a cross section where said area of interest

intersects a longitudinal direction of said blood-flow way in invention according to claim 1 or 2.

[0012] A cross section where invention according to claim 4 crosses said blood-flow way in invention given [ to claims

1-3 ] in any 1 term is characterized by being the cross section which intersects perpendicularly with the scanning line of
said ultrasonic beam.

[0013] Invention according to claim 5 is characterized by having further a means to display a blood-flow image of a
cross section which crosses said blood-flow way, and a blood-flow image of datum level of said blood-flow way on the

same screen in invention given [ to claims 1-4 ] in any 1 term.

[0014] Invention according to claim 6 is characterized by having a means to specify information about the direction of a
blood flow on datum level of said blood-flow way, and a means to calculate an absolute value of a flow velocity using

information about the direction of a blood flow specified by this means in invention according to claim 5.

[0015] Invention according to claim 7 is characterized by having further a means to specify two or more said areas of
interest, a means to calculate a blood stream which passes through two or more areas of interest specified by this means,

respectively, and a means to compute another characteristic quantity from a blood stream oftwo or more areas of
interest calculated with this means in invention given [ to claims 1-6 ] in any 1 term.

[0016]

[Embodiment ofthe Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of the three-dimension ultrasonic diagnostic

equipment concerning this invention is explained with reference to a drawing.

[0017] The three-dimension ultrasonic diagnostic equipment shown in drawing 1 is equipped with the system controller

1 1 which is the control center of that whole, and 2D array probe 1 connected to the main part SS of equipment which
operates under control by this controller 1 1 , and this main part SS of equipment. Among these, the transmitting system

2, the receiving system 3, the B mode processor 4, the Doppler processor 5, the digital scan converter (DSC) 6, the

three-dimension digital scan converter (3D-DSC) 7, the display system 8, the flow rate operation part 9, and the ROI
input section 10 are contained in the main part SS of equipment.

[001 8] 2D array probe 1 is the configuration of having arranged two or more ultrasonic vibrators in the shape of a 2-
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dimensional array. By driving each of this vibrator on predetermined delay pattern conditions in response to the driving

signal from the transmitting system 2 As shown in drawing 2 , while enabling the volume scan (three-dimension scan)

of the focus of ultrasonic beam 3DB spatially in a three-dimension field including the blood-flow way (blood vessel) BL
ofthe measurement symmetry in Analyte alumnus The input signals of the ultrasonic echo from each point in the three-

dimension field in this ultrasonic beam 3DB are collected, and this is sent to the receiving system 3. While the input

signal obtained for every direction of ultrasonic beam 3DB by this receiving system 3 is changed into tomogram data by
the B mode processor 4, it is changed into blood-flow information by the Doppler processor 5 5

respectively, and the

image based on these data is displayed on the monitor of the display system 8 through DSC6 and 3D-DSC7.
[0019] Here, in 3D-DSC7, as shown in drawing 3 , 3D coordinate operation part 10 and its 3D memory 1 1, and the

reconstruction image operation part 12 and its memory 13 are contained. Then, while it is changed into the data

corresponding to real space from the data for every beam direction by 3D coordinate operation part 10 and the 3D
memory 1 1 memorizes, the operation for the projection image from the above-mentioned real space data to the cross

section of arbitration, or volume image creation and a display is performed by the reconstruction image operation part

12, and these data is saved in memory 13. And the reconfigurated image is displayed on the screen ofthe display system

8 as a projection image or a volume image. As this notation, both the usual two-dimensional display the division

simultaneous display of two or more cross sections the 3D display by volume rendering, etc. can be set up.

[0020] Blood-flow measurement is performed in this condition. The principle of this blood-flow measurement is

explained based on drawing 4 . First, it sets in the minor-axis cross section PL 1 which intersects perpendicularly with

the shaft orientations AX in the blood-flow way BL shown in drawing 4 (the direction of a major axis), and the flow Q
of a blood flow is the cross section SO of the minor-axis cross section PL 1 . The rate of flow vO of the shaft orientations

AX ofthe blood-flow way BL By the inner product, it is [Equation 1].

Q =
f vo»dSo
J

so

It asks by ********,

[0021] Speed which met in the direction BL ofthe scanning line of an ultrasonic beam instead of the speed vO of the
shaft orientations of the blood-flow way BL by the blood-flow measurement based on an ultrasonic Doppler effect here

It is detected as a Doppler speed vd. Then, when the minor-axis cross section (C side) PL 2 which intersects

perpendicularly with the scanning line LA is considered and the angle of this scanning line LA and the shaft orientations

AX ofthe blood-flow way BL to accomplish is set to theta into the blood-flow way BL, the cross section S of the
minor-axis cross section PL 2 which intersects perpendicularly in the Doppler speed vd and the direction BL of the

scanning line is used for the above-mentioned rate of flow vO and the above-mentioned cross section SO, and it is

[Equation 2].
Vd

v o =
c o 6 0

So = c o s 0 • S

It can come out and express.

[0022] It is [Equation 3] when a this [-two number] type is substituted for the above-mentioned [a-one number] formula.

f
v d

Q = »cos9*dS
' « co s 0

va»dS

A ** type is obtained.

[0023] Therefore, when the cross section S and the Doppler speed vd of the minor-axis cross section PL 2 which
intersect perpendicularly with the direction of the scanning line in the blood-flow way BL can be found, it turns out that
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there is no angular dependence and the direct operation of the blood stream can be carried out by these both product,

without using theta.

[0024] While a perfusion image including the blood-flow way BL of a measurement part is displayed on the monitor of
the display system 8 on the occasion of such blood stream measurement by the usual two-dimensional display, the

division simultaneous display of a double section, or the 3D display by volume rendering, assignment ofROI which
contains a marker on the image is possible. ROI is operated by the operator through the ROI input sections 10, such as a

trackball and a mouse.

[0025] Here, a perfusion image and the example of setting out ofROI are explained based on drawing 5 - drawing 10 ,

[0026] Drawing 5 shows ROI30 of the shape of a rectangle which can be specified at least as the test section of

arbitration to ask for the blood stream on the blood-flow image (following "blood vessel major-axis image") IM 1 in the

datum level Al of a blood-flow way, and its blood vessel major-axis image IM 1. that this ROI30 is vertical to the

direction of the scanning line of an ultrasonic beam as a measurement part cross section, or abbreviation - while setting

up at right angles to that direction ofthe scanning line so that a vertical minor-axis cross section may be specified, a

scan in the other part can be omitted by making the scan field for Doppler in agreement with an ROI location so that the

blood-flow information only in this ROI30 may be acquired at the time ofmeasurement, and the perfusion image whose
time resolution improved can be obtained.

[0027] Moreover, since this ROI30 has thickness in the depth direction, thereby, it can acquire two or more blood-flow

information including the minor-axis cross section oftwo or more sheets. By using two or more of these blood-flow

information, precision stabilization by the average effect of a measurement value can be attained, and the error by
relative location gap ofROI30 can be reduced. The thickness of this ROI30 and the number of sheets of a cross section

contained enable setting out and modification to arbitration. Moreover, it is also possible to carry out the multi-

statement of this ROI30. In this case, based on the blood stream calculated on two or more blood-flow ways, other

characteristic quantity is computable.

[0028] In the datum level Al of the above-mentioned blood-flow way, the angle marker MA 1 who specifies the

direction of a blood flow like a graphic display can be displayed, and it can also set up so that the absolute value of a
flow velocity may be calculated by the flow rate operation part 9 using the information on the direction specified by this

marker MA 1.

[0029] Drawing 6 shows the example which displayed the same blood vessel major-axis image IM 1 by the three-

dimension CFM image. In this case, ROIs (ROI ofACM etc.)31 in which setting out and modification are possible are

displayed to extract the scan field for Doppler on arbitration.

[0030] Drawing 7 shows ROI40 set up on the blood vessel minor-axis image IM 2 in the minor-axis cross section of the

blood-flow way which intersects perpendicularly with the direction of the scanning line, and its blood vessel minor-axis

image IM 2. Thus, by displaying the blood vessel minor-axis image IM 2 in a minor-axis cross section, and specifying

ROI40 on this minor-axis image IM 2, selection of a measurement part and measurement of that blood stream can be
performed checking two or more minor-axis cross sections on the display screen, and intuitive operability also becomes
good substantially.

[0031] Drawing 8 shows the case where the blood vessel major-axis image IM 1 and the blood vessel minor-axis image
IM 2 are displayed on the same screen. Thus, if the blood vessel major-axis image IM 1 in the datum level of a

measurement part and the blood vessel minor-axis image IM 2 in a minor-axis cross section are displayed on the same
screen, one layer of visibility nearby of a measurement part will become good, and it will improve one layer of

operability nearby, such as ROI assignment. Moreover, it is also possible to display the blood vessel major-axis image
IM 1 in the field A2 which intersects perpendicularly with the datum level Al of a measurement part as are shown in

drawing 9 , and the various blood-flow measurement values DS 2, such as the flow rate time amount waves DS 1, such

as the rate-of-flow change per unit time amount, and 1 heartbeat cardiac output (stroke volume), are displayed or it is

shown in drawing 10 as an example which also increases the alternative of a screen display.

[0032] If an operator specifies the blood-flow way ofa measurement part by ROI, looking at the perfusion image shown
in above-mentioned drawing 5 - drawing 10 , processing (for example, activation ofthe algorithm for a flow rate

operation by CPU) based on an above-mentioned measurement principle will be performed by the flow rate operation

part 9. Consequently, the blood stream of a measurement part becomes measurable by calculating from a minor axis

cross section based on the flow velocity information containing the Doppler speed from which the instant flow rate for

every frame of a perfusion image was obtained by the Doppler processor 5, and integrating with this instant flow rate on
a time-axis for every frame ( setting out and modification to arbitration being possible for the width of face, i.e., the

interested time amount, of this time quadrature).

[0033] Therefore, since the minor-axis cross section ofthe measuring object lies at right angles to an ultrasonic beam
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while being able to raise the accuracy ofmeasurement more nearly substantially than before according to the gestalt of
this operation, since the assumption for a shaft is not needed at the time ofmeasurement of a blood stream, there is also

no angular dependence, and since measurement in two cross sections which intersect perpendicularly mutually is not

needed, either, measurement simpler than before is realizable.

[0034] In addition, although the three-dimension scanning ofthe real-time formula which used the two-dimensional-

array probe is adopted with the gestalt of this operation, it is also possible to apply the method which this invention is

not limited to this, makes rotate and move the ultrasonic probe 1 mechanically focusing on those shaft orientations AX
as shown in drawing 1

1

(a) and (b), and scans ultrasonic beam 2DB in a three-dimension field.

[0035]

[Effect ofthe Invention] Since a blood stream is measured based on the velocity distribution of the minor-axis cross

section ofpassage according to this invention as explained above, there are also no assumption and angular dependence
of axial symmetry, and the accuracy ofmeasurement can be raised substantially.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.
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